(* denotes coproduct (= free product with amalgamation) of groups and rings), it is sufficient that//,, and wG f be linearly disjoint over wH in G t , i.e., that the multiplication map i/ f ® WH wGj -• G t be injective.
Let G v G 2 be groups, w a (skew) field, and H a common subgroup of G t and G 2 . Suppose that the group algebra wG f is embedded in a field G i and suppose that the fields H 1 and// 2 generated by wH in G x and in G 2 are ^^-isomorphic. In order that the group algebra w(G x * G 2 ) be embedded in G x -*__-G 2 (* denotes coproduct (= free product with amalgamation) of groups and rings), it is sufficient that//,, and wG f be linearly disjoint over wH in G t , i.e., that the multiplication map i/ f ® WH wGj -• G t be injective.
If R is a semifir, then [3, Chapter 7] there is a field U(R), the universal field of fractions of R, embedding R such that each automorphism of R extends to an automorphism of U(R). If F is a free group, wF is a semifir and has a universal field of fractions. 
To prove the theorem, we copy this construction with fields. By induction, wN 0 is embedded in a fieldN 0 . Choosing copiesNj ofN 0 (with the isomorphism N 0 -+N; extending^ -»W / .) and defining A ii+1 accordingly, we form the tree of rings The colimit R of this system ( = tree product) is [2] a semifir with a universal field of fractions N which we can show embeds wN. We now extend, via the automorphism induced by conjugation by t, N to a field G which embeds wG.
To complete the proof of the exponent sum zero case, we show that each of the usual expressions of TV as a tree product induces a corresponding tree product structure inside N. 
